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This Introduction to Python Programming workshop will teach attendees to solve business problems using the Python 
programming language. This is a hands-on, practical four-day workshop where delegates will learn by doing under the 
supervision of data scientists. This workshop is designed for people with no prior experience in Python or no previous 
programming background. The course is intensive and promises to equip the attendees with lasting skills.

Learning a new programming language often causes immense frustration and hours of staring at error messages on a screen. 
This course exposes attendees to increasingly difficult problems with constant personal assistance. This avoids frustration and 
helps attendees become self-sufficient in four days.

Learning Python for Business Data Analysis
Presented by the Institute for Big Data and Data Science, University of Pretoria

New course

Herman Carstens and Dawie Diamond are the founders of Invoke Analytics – a Python data science consultancy.

Herman Carstens

Herman holds a PhD in electrical 
engineering with other degrees 
in mechanical and industrial 
engineering. He focuses on 
statistical data analysis and 
forecasting.

Dawie Diamond

Dawie holds a PhD in mechanical 
engineering from the University of 
Pretoria, with a focus on statistical 
signal processing and advanced 
data analysis.
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Workshop content

Day 1
•	 Introductory Python

 - Jupyter Notebooks
 - Variables
 - Print statement
 - Lists, Strings, Boolean
 - If statement
 - For and while loops
 - Randomness

Day 2
•	 Pandas. Learning to do Kung Fu with data: Analysing South  

African protests in 2013 African protests
 - Reading Excel and CSV files
 - Groupby, filter, aggregation
 - Map and apply functions
 - Data manipulation for machine learning

Day 3
•	 Kung Fu continued: Visualisation

 - Visual communication in Python
•	 Working with PDFs: Mining the Government Gazette

 - Reading a PDF document
 - String manipulation
 - Mining PDF documents

Day 4
•	 The new adventurer: Navigating the World Wide Web

 - Understanding HTML
 - Scraping the web
 - Using Beautiful Soup

•	 Using Web APIs
 - Scraping weather data from WindGuru
 - Obtaining data for automated trading

•	 Becoming a Silicon Valley disruptor: start your own web service
 - Flask
 - Responding to requests

Learning outcomes

After successfully completing this workshop, you will be 
•	 self-sufficient in Python
•	 familiar with data structures and their implementations
•	 able to read error messages and debug programs accordingly
•	 familiar with and be able to implement Python controls (if, for, 

while)
•	 able to use the Python data-processing and analysis toolbox 

(Pandas) for elementary data analysis
•	 able to visualise data in a variety of ways using Python
•	 able to read and interpret PDF documents using Python
•	 able to understand and implement object-oriented Python 

architectures

•	 able to scrape a website using Python
•	 able to query a web Application Programme Interface such as 

WindGuru for weather
•	 set up a web server.

Who should enrol?

This workshop is ideal for engineers, actuaries, or other quantitative 
analysts who need to make use of the latest tools and techniques. No 
prior programming experience is required although previous exposure 
to other languages like R, MATLAB and SAS will be beneficial.

Workshop fees

R15 000.00 per person (VAT incl.)
Workshop fees include all course material, lunch and refreshments 
during contact days.

Course fees must be paid in full 14 days prior to course start dates. 
Proof of payment can be submitted to 
enrolments@enterprises.up.ac.za.

Admission requirements

Attendees must be computer literate to be eligible for the course. 
Previous programming experience is not required but will be beneficial.

Accreditation and certification

Enterprises University of Pretoria (Pty) Ltd is wholly owned by the 
University of Pretoria. As a public higher education institution, the 
University of Pretoria functions in accordance to the Higher Education 
Act 101 of 1997. Enterprises University of Pretoria offers short courses 
on behalf of the University and these short courses are not credit-
bearing, and do not lead to formal qualifications on the National 
Qualifications Framework (NQF) – unless stated otherwise. Delegates 
who successfully complete a short course and comply with the related 
assessment criteria (where applicable) are awarded certificates of 
successful completion and/or attendance by the University of Pretoria.

Registration and enquiries

Workshop coordinator
Modjadji Masola
Tel:  +27 (0)12 434 2500
Fax:  +27 (0)86 434 2505
Email:  info@enterprises.up.ac.za
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